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ACCESSORY PARAMETERS FOR PUNCTURED SPHERES

IRWIN KRA

Abstract. This paper contains some qualitative results about the accessory pa-

rameters for punctured spheres with signature. We show that the Fuchsian uni-

foimizing connection, and hence also the accessory parameters, for the surface

depends real analytically on moduli. We also show that the important invari-

ants of a uniformization of a punctured sphere such as the accessory parameters,

Fuchsian groups, Poincaré metrics, and covering maps vary continuously under

degenerations such as coalescing of punctures.

The (branched) holomorphic universal covering group of a Riemann surface

S of finite analytic type (g, n) with 2g - 2 + n > 0 can be described as the

monodromy group of the Schwarzian differential equation

where <p is a meromorphic connection on S with singularities of very simple

type and only at the punctures of S. The connection tp depends on 3 g - 3 + n

unknown constants called accessory parameters. Despite numerous attempts

(see Hejhal [He2] for some historical remarks), these parameters remain elu-

sive. They can be determined only in the cases where the covering group is

elementary or the surface has no moduli (see §2.2). Nevertheless, the study

of the parameters has led to some surprising results. Hejhal [He2] has used

variations of accessory parameters to study Poincaré series, and in the work of

Zograf and Takhtadzhyan [ZT1, ZT2, ZT3] these accessory parameters appear

in calculations of the potential for the Weil-Petersson metric on Teichmüller

space.

In this paper we study the simplest case, that is, «-punctured spheres (g =

0). In this case the connection tp is a rational function. We show that tp

(and hence also the accessory parameters) depends real analytically on moduli

and that various objects attached to a uniformization (such as the uniformizing
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connection, the Poincaré metric, the covering group, and covering map) behave

well under degeneration (coalescing points or shrinking curves).

1. Connection associated to a uniformization

1.1. Let T be a (usually, but not always, nonelementary) finitely generated

function group with invariant component A. We introduce some standard

notation:

it : A —► A/r = S, a fixed canonical projection,

AQ = Aor = complement in A of the elliptic fixed points of F,

S0 = it(A0) = A0/F,

A = Ar = A U {fixed points of parabolic elements of F corresponding to

punctures on S },

S = compactification of S = A/r = it (A),

E = exceptional set = S - S0 = it (A - A0) = (A - A0)/T,

(g,n)= type of F = type of A0/T,

and

(g,n;vx,... ,vn)= signature of F.

By abuse of notation we shall say that (the compact surface) S has signature

(g,n;vx, ... ,vn). We shall say that S has hyperbolic signature if F, as above,

is nonelementary, that is, if and only if

2s-2 + ¿(l-z,;')>0.
J=l

Let P0 G S0 and let Ç be a local coordinate on S0 defined in a neighborhood

of P0. Let / be a local inverse for it near P0. We define a function tp of C

by

<P(0 = {f,0,
where {/, •} is the Schwarzian derivative of f, given by the formula

{fr} = T"2\j)   ={j)  ~2{J)   ■

We observe that tp is independent of the choice of /, since an arbitrary local

inverse for it is of the form y of with y G F and the Cayley identity yields

{yof,Q = {y,f(Q}f(Q2 + {f,Q = {f,Q.
Replacing Ç by another local coordinate f at P0 , we see that

(l.i.i)     p(C) = {/,£} = {/,O (^) +{C,C} = P(C)(^) +{C,0;

thus the collection

{^(C) ; C is a local coordinate on S0}

defines a projective connection on S0. We call it the uniformizing connection

corresponding to it, and we will denote it by the symbol nn .
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We refer the reader to Gunning [G, pp. 164-219] for a discussion of connec-

tions and to Hille [Hi, pp. 375-377] for a treatment of Schwarzian derivatives.

1.2. The group F yields a projective structure on S0. The coordinates Ç

of this projective structure have the property that the local inverses / of it are

given by maps y G F. Thus with respect to these projective coordinates, nn is

represented by the zero function.

1.3. Let us start with an arbitrary connection n on S0. Let nx(S0,P) be

the fundamental group of S0 based at P G S0. Let Ç be an arbitrary local

coordinate vanishing at P and let n have the value tp in terms of £. Let \p

be a solution of the Schwarzian differential equation

(1.3.1) {tp,Q = tp(Q;

we normalize tp so that

(1.3.2) xp(7) = 7 + 0(C3),       C-0.

Let a be a closeld path in S0 beginning at P. Continuing the solution \p

around a, we get a new solution \p . It follows that

\p = y o ip   with y G PSL(2, C).

The Möbius transformation y depends only on the homotopy class of the curve

a, and the map sending a to y is a group homomorphism known as the

monodromy homomorphism

n*:itx(S0,P)^PSL(2,C).

We note that if our solution \p of (1.3.1) is evaluated in terms of another

local coordinate £, then it still solves (1.3.1) but corresponds to a different nor-

malization than (1.3.2). A different normalization of the initial solution corre-

sponds to replacing tp by Aoxp with A G PSL(2, C). This involves replacing

y by AoyoA~x . Thus the projective connection n determines the monodromy

homomorphism only up to conjugation by an element of PSL(2, C).

1.4. Let p : U —► A0 be a holomorphic universal covering map, where U is

the upper half-plane. Let F be Fuchsian model of the action of F on A0 and

let H be the covering group of p ; that is, A0/T = U/F = SQ , U/H = A0, and

ZZ = {/z€PSL(2,R);/>o/z = p},

F = {hGPSL(2,R);poh = yop   for some y eT}.

We then have an exact sequence of groups and group homomorphisms

l^H^F^F^ 1,

with

poh = p*(h)op,    all h G F.

We can identify F with nx(S0,P); in this case n*n becomes identified with

P  ■
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1.5. The group F also introduces distinguished coordinates at the points

of E c S. The uniformizing connection nn has singularities at the points of

E. We proceed to describe these singularities. The starting point is the identity

it o f = I and its consequence

(1-5.1) {7z,/(C)}/(C)2 + ^(C) = o.

Assume that z0 G n~x(E) is an elliptic fixed point of order v (2 < v < oo).

By conjugation, we assume that zQ = 0 and the stabilizer z0 in F is generated

by the mapping A(z) = e n z. We choose a local coordinate C on 5 so that

in a neighborhood of zQ = 0, 7 = it(z) = zv . It follows that

c.5.2,   ^-<Az>(^^(|)24o-,-2,r2.

Similarly, if P g S - S, then by conjugation we may assume that A contains

an upper half-plane

(1.5.3) Uc = {z eC;Imz > c},    for some c>0,

that is precisely invariant under A(z) = z+l. We can choose a local coordinate

Ç vanishing at P so that 7 = e n,z, z G Uc. Again starting from (1.5.1) we

see that

„.,4, ^-^,)(f¡-2^(Í77)-\c'.
Comparing (1.5.4) with (1.5.2), we see that the parabolic case is the limiting

case as v approaches oo of the elliptic order v case.

We conclude that the uniformizing connection nn extends as a meromorphic

connection to S. If P G S - S0 and £ and £ are two coordinates vanishing at

P and if tp and tp are the representatives of nK in terms of these coordinates,

then we conclude from (1.5.2) and (1.5.4) that while the singular part of nn

at P is not well defined, the residue of nn at P is well defined. It should be

obvious to the reader that by the residue of nn at P we mean the coefficient

of £ for the Laurent series expansion of tp , where tp is a representative of

nn in terms of any local coordinate £ that vanishes at P.

2. Trivialization of connections: punctured surfaces

2.1.   Let S be a surface of signature (0,n;vx, ... ,vn), n> 3. In this case,

we can use a single global coordinate z on S = C u {oo} = C to describe the

uniformizing connection nn . We proceed to describe the representative tp of

n   in terms of z . Let'Tí

S0 = C — {Xx, ... ,Xn}.

We observe that if the surface S is replaced by A" ' (S) with A g PSL(2, C),

then the covering map it is replaced by A~x on and hence the representative
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for nA-, is (tp o A)(A') . We conclude from this or directly that if oo G S0,

then

tp(z) = 0(\z\~ ),        z -* oo;

and if oo is the image of a branch point of order v   (2 < v < oo), then

. oo

(2.1.1) tp(z) = -(l-u~2)z-2+ J2ajzJ>       W'large.

Z=-3

With these preliminaries out of the way, let us consider the case n = 3. By

conjugation, we assume Xx = 0, X2 = 1, X3 = oo. It follows that

<p(z) = 1(1 - v72)z-2 + i(l - v22)(z - I)'2 + az-x+ b(z -If1,

where a and b are constants that guarantee the expansion (2.1.1) with v = v3.

It follows that
u        1/1 -2 -2   ,      ~2\

a = -b = \(l-vx    -v2   +u3   ).

2.2. The above calculations prove the well-known fact that a uniformization

of a thrice punctured sphere is determined uniquely (up to conjugation) by the

three ramification numbers. Let us set

<D(z) = i[(l - u;2)z~2 + (1 - z,2-2)(z - I)"2

+ (i - v~x2 - v22 + v;2)(i/z - i/(z -1))].

We observe for future use that if A is a Möbius transformation that permutes

0, 1, oo and preserves ramification numbers (for example, if vx = v2 = v3),

then

<D = (<Po^)(^')2.

2.3. We return to the general case n > A. As before, we normalize so that

A, =0, X2 = 1, X3 = oo. We have some freedom in choosing a basis for

the cusp forms on SQ (these are allowed to have simple poles at the points in

E = {Xx, ... ,X }). We will write the uniformizing connection in the form

"        A,(A. - 1)       [i _,      j

(2.3.1) ,(z) = <l>(z) + gz(^/)(z_/l^-(l-,/)F-I- + c7.   ,

where c4, ... ,cn are n - 3 constants that depend on the uniformization and

are known as the accessory parameters. It is useful to think of tp(z)dz as a

holomorphic quadratic differential on S0 with double poles at the points of E

(with prescribed residues). Since

z(z-l)/dz

is a holomorphic reciprocal differential on C, it follows that

(2.3.2) Cj = x       _    ResXjz(z-l)tp(z)dz,       j = A,...,n.
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2.4.   It is useful, at times, to examine the connection nn on A. Let \p =

{it, •} . Then tp is an automorphic form on A, regular on A - n~x (E), and

(2.4.1) tp(z) = -tp(itz)it'(z) ,       zgA.

Using (2.4.1) or the definition of \p, we can describe the singularities of tp .

If z0 G A is a fixed point of order v , 2 < v < oo, then

¥(z) = \(l-u2)(z-z0)-2 + O(l),        z^z0.

Without loss of generality we can assume, by conjugating F if necessary, that

z0 = 0, it(z0) = 0, and that the stabilizer of z0 in F is generated by A(z) =

e      z . Thus we have

oo

it(z) = Y^ajz"J '       a, ^ 0, for \z\ small.

We can write
oo

it(z) = h(zv),       h(z) = ^2ajZJ.

>=i

ip(z) = {it,z} = {h,zv}(vzv~Xf + {zv ,z)

= A(l — v )z~  + (holomorphic function).

To compute tp , note that f =n~x has the form

f(z) = V1/!/(l + bxz + b2z2 + ■■■) = b0g(z)x,v ,

It follows that

where

From it o / = Z , we see that

2
g(z) = z + vbxz  H-,        |z\ small.

b0 = ax bx = -v    a2ax   .

It follows that (with G(z) = zx,v)

tp(z) = {G,g(z)}g'(z)2 + {g,z}

= 4(1-1/ z)g(z) ¿g'(z)¿ + {g,z}

= i(l -v  2)(z 2-2a2ax   z    ) + 0(1),       z^O.

For the parabolic case, we normalize so that A contains the half-plane Uc

defined by (1.5.3) that is precisely invariant under the subgroup of F generated

by A(z) = z + 1. It is easy to see that

oo

\p(z) = 2%    + J2 bme2n   ,Z ' Z G Uc -
m=2
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and if X = it(oo) G C, then

oo

7t(z) = l_,ame        '       zGUc,ax¿0.
m=0

It follows from the above formulae that

(2.4.2) tp(z) = {(z-X)~2-a2a~2(z-X)~x+0(l),       z^X.

The easiest way to verify (2.4.2) is to consider the following commutative dia

gram (without loss of generality X = 0)

fUn

n(Uc)

where
oo

r-/   \       V"* m i   i   ^    —2nc
F(z) = 2^amz   .       \A<e

and

G = F~X,       f=it~x.

Now

<p(z) = {/, z} = {log 2^ , z| = \g(z)'2G'(z)2 + {G,z).

Since {G ,■} is holomorphic in a neighborhood of the origin, we need only

compute the Laurent series expansion of G' ¡G at zero. This calculation is

striaghtforward.

Alternately, the accessory parameter can be computed using (2.3.2).

2.5. Given S (with its signature), there are many groups F that uniformize

S. Each group determines several connections.

A given function group F with invariant component A (except for quasi-

Fuchsian F, A is determined by F) determines only the conformai equivalence

class of 5. The covering map it of S is determined up to composition on

the left by a Möbius transformation A~ and composition on the right by a

conformai self-map g~ of A that normalizes the group F. The map g need

not be a Möbius transformation. Thus the uniformizing connection tp = {it,-}

may, in general, be replaced by

ei*a

■°8S7

27IC-,
^{zGC;\z\<e-inc)

{g ,f o A)((f o A)')  + (tp oA)(A')        (f is an inverse to it).
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Despite the above ambiguities, there are cases where S determines uniquely

the uniformizing connection—for example, if we insist on a Fuchsian uni-

formization (see §4).

3. Trivialization of connections: intermediate planar COVERINGS

3.1. Let us consider two function groups F and G acting discontinuously

on domains A and D (these need not be the full invariant components). As-

sume we are given a covering map / : A —* D that induces a surjective homo-

morphism f* : F —► G with

f°V = f(v)°f,    all y er.

The map / induces a conformai map F : A/r —► D/G such that

A    —Í—►    D

•1        !•
A/r —£-» D/G

commutes, where it and p are the natural projections. We are interested in

comparing the two uniformizing connections: nn and n . Let A0 and Z)Q

be the complements in A and D of the elliptic fixed points of F and G,

respectively. The groups T and G yield distinguished local coordinates £

and z on A0/r and DJG such that nn and n are represented by the zero

functions with respect to these coordinates. We compute next the representative

of nn with respect to the local coordinate z pulled back to A/T via F :

(3 1 1)     ^(Z) = {*~' oir_1 'Z} = {fl °p~l'z} = {/~' >P~\z)}(P~l)\zf

+ {p-X,z} = {f-X,z).

Thus the global function tp on D defined by (3.1.1) trivializes the connection

nn with respect to z , whenever two different branches of f~ differ by a Möbius

transformation (for example, if / is injective or A is a disk). We note that

in this case tp is a holomorphic automorphic 2-form for G on D. For, given

g G G, z G D, we have

tp(gz)g'(z)2 = {f~X, g(z)}g'(z)2 = {/"' o g, z} = {y of~x, z}

= {f'X,z} = tp(z),

where y G F is chosen so that f*(y) = g.

The nature of the cover / may yield a description of certain singularities

(not in D, of course) of tp .

3.2. We shall consider a special case. Let a>x and w2 be two complex

numbers linearly independent over R. Form

Í2 = {z G C;z t¿ rt,<y, + n2co2, all «, ,n2 G Z}.
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Let U be the upper half-plane, and

p: U ̂ n

a holomorphic universal covering map. The group G generated by

A(z) = z + œx,        B(z) = z + co2,

acts on Q, and Q/G is a surface of type (1,1). Similarly, the group G gener-

ated by G and C(z) = -z acts on Q and Q/G has signature (0,4; oo, 2,2,2).

Let 90 = 9^(0., ■) be the Weierstrass ^-function for Í2 ; that is, for z e C,

(3'2-1)
^(Q,z) = z    + ^2        [(z - nxcox - n2œ2)    - (nxcox+n2a>2)   ].

(ii,«2)ezez-{0}

Then TP induces a holomorphic map from Q/G to Q/C7 = C that is branched

over oo and the three points ex, e2, e3, where

(3.2.2, ...¿(-l).        '¿*ft).       e,-^C^).

Let T and F be the Fuchsian models of the action of G and G, respectively,

on fi. Then F has signature ( 1,1 ; oo) and F has signature (0,4 ; oo, 2,2,2).

Let it and ñ be the canonical coverings

7c:U-*U/T,       ft:U->U/f.

By the results of §3.1, the uniformizing connections nn and nñ are trivialized

on fi by the function {p~ , •} . Since p is defined uniquely up to composition

on the right by a Möbius transformation, it follows that this trivialization is

independent of the choice of covering map p. The calculations of §1.5 show

that the trivializations of these uniformizing connections on Q are given by

W(z) = {p~X,z} = ^(Ci,z) + c(Q),

where c(fi) is the accessory parameter for the punctured torus £l/F (studied

extensively by Keen; see, for example, [KRV]).

From the obvious identity (valid for X # 0)

X29°(XÇl,Xz)= &>(a,z)

and the fact that Xp covers XCl, we see that

^(XQ,z) + c(XQ) = JL«? (0S|)..+ ic(ß),

and hence

c(Q) = X2c(XQ).

We want to study c(t) = c(QT), where fíT = {z e C;z ^ n + mx, all

n,m eZ}, with reC and Imt > 0. If r = (ar+b)/(er+d), a,b,e,d gZ,
ad - be = 1, then

fiT = XQT,,
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where X = er + d. It follows that

c(t) = (er + d)~2c((ax + b)/(ex + d)).

3.3. Let tp be the trivialization of nñ on U/F. Since

ñ=aBop,

it follows that

(3.3.1) tp(z) = {ñ~x,z} = {p~x ,7?-X(z)}(7?>-X)'(z)2 + {&-X,z).

We have seen that

{p-X,Q=2-7?{7) + c(Çï) = tp(Q,

and we now observe that

(3.3.2) ß(z) = {p~X, 7?-X(z)}(&-x)'(z)2,        zgC,

is the projection to C - {ex ,e2,e3} of the quadratic differential \^(7) + c(Q)

on Q. Now equation (3.3.2) can be written

(3.3.3) ß(7?(7))7?'(Q2 = {p~X,Q,       £eQ.

Since

^'(£)2 = 4(^(£) - ex)(^(7) - e2)(7?(7) -e3),       (eil,

it follows from (3.3.3) that

o, ^     1 z + 2c(Q) _    .   .
ß(z) = öi-r,-~r?-v.       zeCu{oo}.

8(z-ex)(z-e2)(z-e3)

To compute tp, we must examine {£P~X , z}. This will be done in §§3.4 and

3.5.

3.4. It is convenient (see, for example, [G, pp. 164-166]) to introduce two

differential operators (on meromorphic functions)

ej = f/f,
e2f = (flf)1 - {(f'lf)2 = {/,•} = (0,/)' - Ko,/)2 •

The differential operator  6X   plays the same role for affine transformations

({A G PSL(2,C);^ = ("  t, )}) that 92   (= Schwarzian derivative) plays for

projective transformations. Now the ^-function maps C onto C/G = S. In

this case S = C and S0 = C- {ex,e2,e3} . Since G is an affine group, we may

proceed to compute, as in §§2.1-2.3, 6xf, where / = 9°~x . Again, 6xf is

regular on C - {ex, e2, e3) . For

h(z) = z"       (ugQ*),

(6 xh)(z) = (u-l)(l / z).

From these observations one concludes at once that

(6xf)(z) = -\[(z - exrx + (z- e2)~x + (z- e3fx],       zgC.
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Note that

(6xf)(z) = -\z~X +0(1),        z^oo,

as is required. It follows that

%(z) = (e2f)(z) = (dxf)'(z)-l2(6xff

= \[(z - ex)~2 + (z - e2f2 + (z- e3)~2]

- \[(z - ex)~X(z - e2)~x + (z - ex)'x(z - e3)~x

+ (z-e2)~x(z-e3)~x],       zgC.

The above function is the trivialization of the uniformizing connection of the

surface of type (0,4,2,2,2,2) branched over ex, e2, e3, oo .

Using formula (2.3.1), formula (2.3.2), and normalizing so that ex = 0,

e2 = 1, e3 = X, we obtain

2
3z  -z+1 X(X-l)

(3.4.1)      *0(Z) = __-'— +
8z2(z_i)2     z(z-l)(z-A)

3    1 12A-1
+

8z-X     8A(A-1)

Remarks. (1) According to our conventions, the accessory parameter for the

surface of signature (0,4; 2,2,2,2) branched over 0,l,oo,A is

(2X-l)/X(X-l).

As remarked earlier, the accessory parameter depends on a choice of basis for

the cusp forms. It is very sensitive to the choice of basis. For example, with

a different (obvious) basis for cusp forms, the accessory parameter becomes

2X-1, which is a biholomorphic function of X (instead of a two-to-one function

of X, as in our case).

(2) If we let X approach oo, then the (trivialization) of the uniformizing

connection converges to

|[z-2 + (z-l)-2]-i(l/z(z-l)),

which is the uniformizing connection for the surface of signature (0,3 ; 2,2, oo)

branched over 0,1, oo. Similar results are valid for X approaching 0 or 1.

3.5. From §§3.3 and 3.4, we conclude that the determination of the acces-

sory parameters for tori of signature ( 1,1 ; oo) is equivalent to the determina-

tion of the accessory parameters for four times punctured spheres of signature

(0,4;2,2,2,oo).

3.6. Let G be a Schottky group of genus g > 2. Let Q be the region of

discontinuity of G and let p : U —» Q be a holomorphic universal covering of

Q by U, the upper half-plane. Let F be the Fuchsian model for the action

of G on Í2. Then {p~ , •} = tp defines a holomorphic 2-form for G that is
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independent of the choice of p and determines the Fuchsian cover of Q/G.

It is an open problem to construct tp in terms of invariants for the group G.

A. Fuchsian accessory parameters for punctured spheres

4.1.   Consider the sphere C = S of signature (0, n + 3 ; vx, ... , vn+3), n >

1. Assume that we have normalized S so that

(4.1.1) S0 = (S,)0 = C-{Xx,...,Xn,0,l,œ}.

Assume further that

n+3

(4.1.2) £(1-*,;')> 2,
-l,

i-z.

7 = 1

so that S can be uniformized by a Fuchsian group F ; that is, we can choose

a Fuchsian group F acting on the upper half-plane U so that S = U/F (re-

call the notation introduced in §1). Let, as before, it : U —► S be a branched

holomorphic covering map (corresponding to our given signature). Since it is

unique up to composition on the right by an element of PSL(2, R), the uni-

formizing connection tp of it depends only on S (that is, (for fixed signature)

on the points Xx, ... ,Xn). It is hence given by

(4X3,   >M-«w+±^ffi)(;!.)Jlf) \v-'J\k+<>
where <P is the uniformizing connection of the sphere ramified at 0,1, oo and

signature (0,3; vn+i, vn+2, vn+3). We let

c = (cx,...,cn) = (cx(X),... ,cn(X)),        X = (Xx,...,Xn).

We now define

W" = {XgC";X = (Xx,... ,An)withA, ^0, A, ̂  1 and k.± Xk , j ± k}.

Our first aim is to establish the

Proposition. The map sending X to c is real (but not complex) analytic.

Remark. The Fuchsian uniformizing connection depends only on S (it is inde-

pendent of the choice of disk U on which the Fuchsian group F acts). It will

be convenient to replace the upper half-plane by other disks as the branched

holomorphic universal cover of S.

4.2. We start by describing two well-known models for T(0, n + 3), the

Teichmüller space for surfaces of type (0, zz + 3).

Let M(S0) be the space of Beltrami coefficients for the surface 50. For

p G M(S0), let ?// be the unique normalized (fixing 0,1,oo) //-conformai

automorphism of C. Two Beltrami coefficients p and v are equivalent if

there exists a conformai h : wß(SA —» w"(S0)  so that (wv)~   o h o wß  is
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homotopic to the identity on S0 . The Teichmüller space T(S0) is the set of

equivalence classes [p] of elements p g M(S0) ; it is a model for T(0, n + 3).

The Teichmüller space T(0, n + 3) is the holomorphic universal cover of

Wn . The covering map

(4.2.1) p:T(0,n + 3)-+Wn

is defined by

(4.2.2) p([p]) = (w"(Xx),..., wM(Xn)),       p G M(S0).

To describe the second model of T(0, n + 3), we start with M(F), the set

of Beltrami coefficients for F (defined on U), that is,

M(F) = {pG L^WMn < 1 and (poy)7/y' = p, all y G F}.

We let w be the unique normalized /¿-conformai self-map of U. Two ele-

ments p and v G M (F) are equivalent provided w^|R = wv\R. The set of

equivalence classes T(F) is the second model for T(0,n + 3). The equivalence

class of p g M(F) will be denoted by [p], as before.

Each p G M(F) is the lift via it of a unique v g M(S0) with

(4.2.3) p(z) = u(it(z))it'(z)/it'(z),       zgU.

The correspondence p <-» v defines a complex analytic equivalence between

T(F) and T(S0)._

Let (as before) UY be the union of U and the set of fixed points of parabolic

elements of F.   Let p G M (F)  and let v be given by (4.2.3).   Let F   =

w F(w )~  . The map it extends continuously on Ur and setting

-i
1t/i=w" oito (WM)      ,

we obtain the commutative diagram:

Tf     -TTjl^       T}_

(4.2.4)

C = S -2£— wu(S) = C

Select points z G Ur so that n(z7) = X,, j = I, ... ,n + 3 (the points z.

are elliptic or parabolic fixed points, and without loss of generality zn+x = 0,

zn+2 = 1, and zn+} = oo). The map p of (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) can now be

identified with

PdP-]) = (itßoWfl(zx),...,itfio wß(zn)),       p G M(F).

We introduce the fiber space

f(F) = {([p], z) G T(F) x C ; p G M(F), z G ̂ (Ür) = VT }
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and observe that it contains T(F) x U as a dense open subspace. We define a

map

it : f(F) -+ T(F) x C

by
n([p], z) = ([p], itß(z)),       p G M(F), z G Ur¡¡.

We claim that it is continuous, and its restriction to T(F) x U is real analytic.

The real analyticity follows from [E, Lemma 4.2] and [EK, §5.3]. Continuity of

it follows from the continuity of it   for fixed p. We define

f0(F) = {([p], z) G f(F) ; p G M(F), z G w^U^)} ,

where i/or = {z G U ; z is not a fixed point of an elliptic element of F} . Then

it follows that ^ir^r) is a local diffeomorphism and a covering map onto its

image. The covering group is F acting on T(F) by

y(\ß],z) = (\ß],Yftz),

where y GF, p g M (F), z G UT , y = w o y o w~ . The action of F on

r(r) is real analytic and discontinuous; its action on T0(F) is fixed point free.

4.3. We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.1. We consider the fiber space

Wn over ¡V" whose fiber over X G Wn is S0 given by (4.1.1); that is,

W" = {(X,z)GWnxC; z¿0,1,Xj, j =1, ... ,n) = Wn+X.

We claim that it\f0(F) induces a map

* : f0(F) - W"

defined by

ñ([p],z) = (p([u]),itfi(z)),

where p G M (F), z G Uor , and u is defined by (4.2.3).  The map it is a

real-analytic local diffeomorphism. Let £0 = (XQ, z0) G Wn and let p be a

local inverse to ñ defined in a neighborhood of £0 . Write

p(X,z) = (S(X),f(X,z)),

where ô(X) G T(T), f(X,z) g U. Then f(X,z) is real analytic in (X,z) and,

for fixed X, complex analytic in z . So is

tp(X,z) = {f(X,z),z}.

Furthermore, we know that <p(X,z) is a rational function of z (for fixed X).

We conclude that the accessory parameters depend real analytically on X. Note

that tp is a globally defined real-analytic function on Wn .

We claim that tp is not a complex analytic function on Wn (alternately, c

is not a complex analytic function on Wn). Let Xo G Wn and assume that c(X)

is complex analytic in some neighborhood of X . Choose a point b G (Sx0)q
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and closed curves ax, ... ,an+2 through b whose homotopy classes generate

ni((Sx°)o'b) • Then these curves also generate nx((Sx)0,b) for all X sufficiently

close to Xo. Let D be a simply connected neighborhood of b in Sx0. Then D

is also contained in Sx for all X sufficiently close to X . For all such X, solve

the equation

{fx,z} = tp(X,z),        zgD,

fx(b) = 0,       fx(b) = l,       fx(b) = 0.

Then fx depends holomorphically on X. Continuation of fx along ctj, j =

l,...,n+2, leads to y)ofx , with y) G PSL(2, C). The motions {y\,..., yX„+2}

generate a Fuchsian group. Let us choose a simple path a in (Sx0)0 that is

neither contractible to a point nor contractable to a puncture. Then y , the

motion resulting from continuing fx around a, must be hyperbolic and the

function that sends X to trace2(/) is holomorphic and nonconstant (see, for
2    X

example, Bers [B] or Kra [Krl]). But trace (y ) must take on only real values.

We have established the required contradiction and completed the proof of

Proposition 4.1.

4.4. Let us start with a (not necessarily normalized) sequence of spheres

Sm, m= 1,2,3,..., of fixed signature (0,n + 3;vx, ... ,vn+3), n> 1,

satisfying (4.1.2). Thus

(sj0 = c-{x[m\...,x[m+\}.

Assume that Sn —► S^ , in the sense that

limAÍm-)=¿;°0)
m—»oo   J J

exists for j = I, ... , n+3 , and that S^ is of type (0,N) with A^ < n+3 (thus

X = Xk for some pair of indices j, k with 1 < j < k < n + 3). We proceed

to define the signature of S^ . Let {Xx , ... ,X^'} be the maximal subset of

{A, , ... ,X^3} consisting of distinct entries, after relabeling the indices if

necessary. We say that A^oo), 1 < j < N, is a simple point if A'oo) ^ A^00'

for k = N + I, ... ,n + 3 (thus a single sequence {Xj } converges to A'00') ;

otherwise X is called a multiple point. Our hypothesis that N < n + 3

guarantees that there exists at least one multiple point. We set p. = v. if A(oo)

is a simple point and p. = oo if A'00' is a multiple point. The signature of S^

is defined as (0,N;px,... , pN).

Theorem. Let <pm be the Fuchsian uniformizing connection for Sm, m = 1,2,

... ,oo. Then

tp^ =  lim tpm
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uniformly on compact subsets of C if S^ has hyperbolic signature, that is, if

£0-//;')> 2.
7 = 1

Remarks. (1) Recall that for meromorphic functions uniform convergence on

compact subsets means uniform convergence of the functions on compact sub-

sets that avoid the poles of all but finitely many functions in the given sequence.

(2) The theorem holds, of course, also when the sequence {Sm} is not a

degenerating sequence (that is, if S^ is of type (0, n + 3)), as a consequence

of Proposition 4.1.

4.5.   Let S be the sphere with hyperbolic signature (0, n + 3 ; vx, ... , vn+3).

Then S carries a complete metric of constant negative curvature -1,

Xj(z)\dz\.x

This metric is defined by projecting the Poincaré metric

on the unit disk A to S using a branched holomorphic universal covering map

it : A —* S. Thus we have the formula

X1(itz)\it'(z)\ = --—j,        zeA.
1 - \z\

The metric has singularities at the points of S - S0 . If z0G S - S0 is a point

of ramification number v < oo, then for an appropriate local coordinate Z

vanishing at z0 , we can write the metric as

2jz|i/"-i

v l-\Z\

Similarly, if v = oo, then the expression for the metric is

t4-5-1) ^T—^^v

(4.5.2) -l--.-\dZ\.
|Z|log|Z-'|'

(For details, see [Kr2, pp. 72-78].)

It can be shown that

-ILArea5= // X-~(z)
dz Adz

We shall consider the sphere Sx with signature to be subordinate to the sphere

S2 with signature provided that for every z e C, its ramification number as a

point of 5, is greater than its ramification number as a point of S2 (we shall

write Sx < S2). We regard oo to be a multiple of every natural number and

unramified points as points with ramification number 1.

1 The symbol A is used both for the Poincaré metric and for points in C . The context should

make it clear which meaning is intended.
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Lemma. If Sx <S2, then Aj > A^ .

Proof. Let u. = 21ogAj , j; = 1,2. The fact that our metrics have curvature

-1 means that

(»A 1„"7
2<?

The function u = ux - u2 is certainly smooth on (SX)Q, and satisfies the partial

differential equation

/        \ /        \ 1     u\ 1     M2 I     <7
Mzz = ("l )zz - (M2)zz = Ie     -Ie     = Ie   U >

where <x is between ux and «2. It follows that u cannot have a positive

maximum or a negative minimum on (Sx)0. Now if x £ (S,^, let v(> 2)

be the ramification of Sx at x and p(< u) be the ramification of S2 at x.

If p = u, then by (4.5.1) and (4.5.2) u can be extended to be smooth at x

and the previous assertion about maxima and minima applies to x as well (by

standard results from potential theory). If p < v, then (again by (4.5.1) and

(4.5.2))
lim u(z) = +00.
Z—»X

Without loss of generality, we may assume that this latter situation occurs at at

least one point (otherwise Sx = S2 and there is nothing to prove). We conclude

that u has a nonnegative minimum.

Remarks. (1) The lemma, in particular, applies to the situation where Sx is

replaced by a domain D c (S2)0 .

(2) The above lemma is well known. See, for example, Wong [W]. The simple

proof was reproduced for the reader's convenience.

4.6. We begin the proof of Theorem 4.4 by considering normalized surfaces;

that is, we assume that for m = 1,2,3,... (therefore also for m = oo),

X{Z\ = 0, X[mJy = 1 , and X{"l\ = oo, and furthermore that
n+l '      n+¿ n+j '

«4-3

(4.6.1) £(1 -u~X)> 2.

j=n+\

Let A be the unit disk. Choose a point b G (5'oo)0 C\f]m=i(^m)o (tmas *

is not a distinguished point on any of the surfaces in question). For m =

1,2, ... , oo, let itm : A —> Sm be the branched holomorphic universal covering

with nm(0) = b and 71^(0) > 0. Note that for each finite m, all solutions of

the equation

nm(Z) = K+j

have multiplicity vn+. (multiplicity oo means no solutions) for j = 1,2,3.

Hence by Schottky's theorem [Hi, p. 250; T, pp. 262-264], the functions {itm}

form a normal family and by passing to a subsequence we may assume that

lim it„ = it
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uniformly on compact subsets of A. It follows that

it(0)=  lim it(0) = b,        n'(b)=  lim it' (0)>0.
m—»oo    m m—»oo    m

We must show that it = it^. Let D be a domain with

CO

bGDc(SJ0nf](SJ0.
m=l

Let ñ : A —> D be a holomorphic universal covering map with ñ(0) = b . Then

by Lemma 4.5,

*>) = 2hß)~{ ^ ^D(bTx = l*'(°)l = <* > °-

It follows that

7r'(0)>a,

and hence it is a local homeomorphism in a neighborhood of zero. Similarly,

with S equal to the sphere with 0,1, oo as distinguished points with ramifica-

tion numbers vn+x , un+2, un+3, and it : A —► S the corresponding branched

holomorphic universal covering with it(0) = b , we have

*>)=2hsbyx ^ 2%(*)_1 = i*'(°)i=ß < °°-

It follows that

7f'(O)<0.

Let Z) be any simply connected domain with b G D and cl(D) c (>S'oo)0.

Then c/(Z)) c (5'm)0 for all w sufficiently large. Let fm be an inverse to itm

defined on D with fm(b) = 0. Then {fm} forms a normal family on D and

(passing to a subsequence) we may assume that

f(z)=  lim fjz),        zgD,
m—»oo   "l

with / holomorphic on D. Since fm(b) = 0 for all m, we conclude that

f(b) = 0. Since

L/>)l = l<,(0)r'>l//?>0,
we conclude that / is not constant (|/'(/3)| > l/ß) and hence

|/(z)|<l,    all zgD.

Thus it o f is always defined and we conclude from itmo fm = I on D that /

is an inverse to it on D. Since an arbitrary point of (5'oo)0 can be included in

D, we conclude that it covers (5'oo)0 .

Our next claim is that it is unramified over (S^q. Let a G (S^q and

choose a neighborhood Z), of a in (S^q. We may assume that Z), is in

(5'm)0 for all sufficiently large m . Choose zQ e A with n(zQ) = a . Let D0 be

a relatively compact neighborhood of a in Dx . Then (as above)

|7r'(zn)| = lim \it'm(zA\ = lim -jX-~ (itmz(,)~
1    lzol

? lim An (7tmzn)_1 >-?—. inf {AD (£)"'} > 0.
2 m^oo    fliV    ™   °'        -   1  _ It   I2 Z-<=nnl   D'V J1 - |z0|z "»-~   *"    '"  " 1 - \zQr feflo
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We next show that every curve in (5'oo)0 can be lifted to A (via it). Let

a: [0,1] —► (S )Q be a path with a(0) = b (without loss of generality). We

choose a partition 0 = t0 < tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tk = 1 of [0,1] so that a([t¿, t¡+x])

is contained in a disk Di contained in all but finitely many (Sm)0 for i =

0, ... ,k - I. It follows that D¡ n Dj+X is not empty for i = 0, ... ,k - 2.

In D = D0 we know that fm converges uniformly to / and hence we can lift

a|[0,i,] to A by / to a path beginning at 0. Let bx =a(tx). Then bx GDQnDx

and lim^j^^ fm (bx ) = f(bx ). It follows that we can construct local inverses f^'

to itm in Dx with the property that lim^^^ /¡^ = /(1) uniformly on compact

subsets of Z), . It folows that a|[0,i2] lifts to A. By induction we can finish

this process. Let z0 now be any point lying over b in A (via it). We want

to lift a to a curve in A beginning at z0. Choose any path d in it~ ((Sm)0)

joining z0 to 0 and let d = it(d). Let à be a lift of -d + a beginning at 0.

Then d + à is a lift of a beginning at z0.

It remains to verify that it is a branched holomorphic universal cover-

ing map of S^ corresponding to the limiting signature. For then the limit

limm->oo 9 m ~ limm-.oo{/m >■} = {f ,■} = <P is independent of any subsequences

chosen, and so the entire sequence converges.

4.7.   We proceed to study the monodromy maps

n*m: nx((SJ0,b)^PSL(2,C),       m= 1,2,3,...,

n*:itx((Soo)0,b)^PSL(2,C),

induced by the connections tpm and tp. To specify the map n*m we must

specific the initial function that solves

Um>-) = 9m

in a neighborhood of b . We choose for fm the inverse of nm with fm(b) = 0.

Similarly, for r\. It follows that

rm = imn*m = {y GPSL(2,R);itmoy = nj,       m = 1,2,3,...,

F = imn* = {yG PSL(2, R) ; it o y = n).

Note that by our previous arguments {/m} converges to / (by passing to a

subsequence, if necessary).

We show next that

*:*~1((S00)0)-*('S'0o)o

is a Galois covering with F as the group of deck transformations. Let z0 and

z, be two points in (?r)_1(('S'oo)0) and assume it(z0) = it(zx). Join z0 to z,

by a path à in (7t)~'((5oo)0). Let a = n(a). Join b to n(z0) by a path

d in (5oo)0. Continuing / around d + a - d leads to the function y o f

with y G F. Since we may take / to be defined also at it(z0), we see that /

continued around a leads to yof. Thus y(zA = z. . The converse is trivial.
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It remains to determine the signature of F. Let a., j = 1, ... ,n + 3 , be

a simple closed curve in (Sm)0 that begins at b and has winding number +1

around X,, and winding number 0 around A., / / y. Then n*m(a.) is elliptic

of order v. if v. < oo and parabolic of v. = oo. Furthermore,

Tm = 'S>m(aù>--->rL(an+i))-

Remark. We could choose q, , ... ,a„+3 to be a canonical basis for nx((Sm)0,b)

in the sense that

an+3 = l

Here • is the group operation in the fundamental group. Then Fm has the

presentation

Imb"/'= ¡ >       j=l,...,n + 3,

(as usual, if v. = oo, the above equation is to be interpreted that n*m(a.) is

parabolic) and

^K+3)°---°'/m(a2)0'/m(Ql)=/-

Consider next a simple point A^oo) e C - (S^q.   In this case (note that

l<j<N)

trace n*(a.) = lim trace z;l(a,).
7 m—»oo m      7

Since the terms in the sequence are constant, A   is a point of ramification order

Now assume that A*00 e C - (■S'oo)0 is a multiple point. Thus for some k,

N < k < n + 3,

X(°°] = lim Xf] = lim X[m).
7 m—»oo   7 m—»oo   K

We choose a closed curve a beginning at b with the following properties.

For sufficiently large m, aC (Soo)QC\(Sm)0, a has winding number +1 around

X{°°}, Xf], Xk°°], and all other AJm) that converge to X(°°]. Then n*m(a) is

hyperbolic for m = 1,2,3, ... , and

lim n*m(a) = n*(a).
m—»oo   '"

We must show that n*(a) is parabolic. For each m, let /?m be the family of

curves in (Sm)0 freely homotopic to a. The limit of the extremal lengths of

these families is zero. It follows that

lim trace n*(a) = A
m—»oo m

(see Maskit [Mt, Lemma 1]). We must eliminate the possibility that n*(a) is

the identity. If n*(a) were the identity, then A = Xj would be assumed

by it somewhere, say at z0 G A. It would follow that n'(z0) ^ 0 (otherwise

n*(a) would have to be elliptic). Hence we could choose a circle a around z0
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(positively oriented) so that it(z) = X has a unique solution in the closed disk

bounded by a. It follows that

it'(z)dz1 = _1_  fn(z)dz

2iti Ja it(z) - X '

Since 7tm —> it uniformly on a neighborhood of a, we can choose m0 so that

m> mQ implies that nm(z) ^ Xy° for z Ga. Let e = min{|7r(z) - X\ ; z G a} .

Then e > 0. Since itm —► it uniformly on a, we can adjust m0 such that

m > m0 implies

\itm(z) - it(z)\ < e/2   on a.

It follows that

\itm(z) - X\> e/2   on a for m > m0,

and hence there exists an mx with

/  <<*?'*    form>zn_L/"iL¿
2tt/ /a tt  (z)-A

It follows that for m > mx , itm takes on the value A precisely once inside a,

and hence also every value in \z - X\ < e/2. But limm_too Xj = X and X is

a point of multiplicity v.. We have arrived at a contradiction. It follows that

71 = ^oo ' f = foo> an<^ *!* = %o- ^ms comPletes the proof of Theorem 4.4

when the surfaces are normalized and the signature satisfies (4.6.1). We shall

prove the general case in §4.9.

Remark. We can use Chuckrow's theorem [C] to conclude that n*(a) must be

parabolic; see §4.9. The use of Chuchrow's theorem [C] will allow us to give

an alternate and shorter proof of parts of Theorem 4.4 in the general setting.

We have included the above arguments because they are elementary and depend

only on classical theorems. Here we use only Schottky's theorem and extremal

lengths. For the general case, we still need extremal lengths. We also will need

to know about presentations of Fuchsian groups and convergence properties for

sequences of Fuchsian groups.

4.8.   We have proved more than we claimed in Theorem 4.4 (for normalized

surfaces with (4.6.1)). Let

bG(SJ0n(SJ0,       m = l,2,3,....

Choose the branched holomorphic universal covering map

itm:A^Sm,        m = l,2,3, ... ,oo,

with

*m(0) = b,       7t'm(0)>0.

Then itm approaches it^ uniformly on compact subsets of A.

Remark. For (unbranched) holomorphic universal coverings, this result has

been obtained previously by Hejhal [Hel].

We have also established the following proposition.
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Proposition. Let Xm(z)\dz\ be the Poincaré metric for Sm, m = 1,2,3, ... ,

oo. Then

Aoo(z) = Jimc'1m(z)'    allze(SJ0,

the limit is uniform on compact subsets.

Proof. Let D be a simply connected domain in (S^q , with b g D (as in the

proof of Theorem 4.4). Let fm be the inverse of itm with fm(b) = 0. Then

for any z e D,
2_

i-l/«WIJ
The proposition now follows from the convergence of {/ } to /

U*) = T—TTTTillÄO

4.9. We return to the general situation treated in §4.4. We choose b G

(^oo)onn^=i (Sm)o an(ltne unÍQue normalized branched holomorphic coverings

itm (w = 1,2,3, ... ,oo) discussed in §4.6. We cannot claim that {itm} is a

normal family. However, the normalized sequence of inverses {/m} discussed

in §4.6 is indeed a normal family. Since fm is univalent on D, by Hurwitz's

theorem, we may assume (after passing to a subsequence) that limm_>oo fm = f

is either univalent or constant.

Lemma. The limiting function f is constant if and only if the limiting surface

S^ is elementary.

Before proving the lemma, we must discuss convergence of the Fuchsian

groups we are investigating.

Let Fm be the covering group of itm, m = 1,2,3, ... , oo. The group Fm

is canonically isomorphic to Fx for m = 1,2,..., while F^ is canonically

isomorphic to a subgroup of Fx (necessarily of the second kind). To be specific,

we let xm' r, —► Fm be the isomorphism that sends r,*x(a¡) to n*m(a.), j =

1, ... ,n + 3. Note that the a 's are different curves on the different surfaces

(Sm)0 ; but this causes no difficulty. For each A G C - (5'oo)0, we introduce a

curve a as follows. If A is a simple point, we use a curve a. as above. If A

is a multiple point, then we choose a simple curve a that has winding number

+1 around A and around the points X-     that converge to A. In this way we

obtain A^ curves a,, ... ,äN. The group F°m is then defined as

Note that n*m(à.) is parabolic or elliptic if ó corresponds to a simple point

and that n*m(à) is hyperbolic if ó   corresponds to a multiple point.  There

exists an obvious isomorphism /^ of Fx onto F^ . Note that Xm(L[) = Tm .

Let y G r,  be arbitrary. Consider the sequence of Möbius transformations

Xm(y), m = l ,2,3, ... . Since these form a normal family, we have

(4.9.1) lim xm(r) = X(y),    all y erf,
m—»oo    '" ■

where x is the homomorphism induced by /.
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We shall see that x(y) = X^y) for all y e F°x and that Xm(y) converges to

a constant (of absolute value 1) if y e Fx - F\ . (We already have this result for

the normalized case for which Theorem 4.4 has been proved.)

Proof of Lemma (if part). Let a be a closed path starting at b and contained

in (SgJonf|"=[(^fflV Since each fm can be continued analytically along a,

so can /. We consider the group Fx defined above and the isomorphisms

Xm : F°x —> PSL(2, R), m = 1,2,3,...,oo. Now Ij is elementary if and

only if S^ is. If / were constant, then x of (4.9.1) would be the trivial

homomorphism. By Chuckrow's theorem [C], Ij (and hence also <S'oo) would

have to be elementary.

Proof of Theorem A.A (conclusion). We start by using the information that Tj is

nonelementary. Hence / is univalent. By Jorgensen's extension [J] of Chuck-

row's theorem [C], x is an isomorphism of Ij onto the finitely generated

Fuchsian group x(F¡) ■

We now construct an isomorphism 6 of F^ onto x(F\) that is induced by

the map f ° n^. Let y e F^. Choose a path a in A from 0 to y(0) that

avoids elliptic fixed points. Let à = it^a), and let 6(y) be the element of

PSL(2, R) obtained by continuing / along à. Let / be the germ of /oj^ at

the origin. Let AQ be the complement in A of the elliptic fixed points of F^ .

It is obvious that / can be continued analytically over all of A0. We want

to show that / can be continued as a single-valued locally univalent function:

first to A0, and finally to all of A. Let z0 e A be an elliptic fixed point of

order u of r^. Let a be a small circle around zQ. Then it^a) is the z/th

power of a small circle around n^z^). Continuing / around such a curve

leads back to /. We have produced the extension to A0 and indeed to all of

A. The extension is clearly holomorphic. We claim next that

(4.9.2) foy = 6(y)of,    all y e F^ .

It suffices to verify (4.9.2) in a neighborhood of 0. In such a neighborhood,

/ = /o itx and 6(y) of is /o it^ , where / is the result of continuing /

along à. On the other hand, /o y is the result of continuing foit(x>oy = fo n^

along à. These two functions are clearly the same. The function / is locally

univalent on A0 . We must show that f(z0) ^ 0 for every elliptic fixed point

zQ e A of T^ . Let (without loss of generality) it^z^) = X\ . Then A, is

a simple point and

X(xx)= lim X\m),
1 m—»oo    '

where A,     is the image under itm of an elliptic fixed point of Fm . Then (as
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in §4.7), using the closed curve a introduced above

ordz (f - X{r]) = ^- [ .  f{z\    dz
z°u       i 2iti]af<z)-x^)f(2)~X

J_
2ñ

J_
2k

fd(arg(foitoo-X\x)))

limofd(ar%(fmonoo-Xf)))
Ja

v

where zv is the order of the stabilizer of the preimages of X\m) for m =

1,2,3, ...,oo. A similar modification of the arguments of §4.7 shows that

6 takes parabolic elements of r^ to parabolic elements of x(T\) • Alterna-

tively, by these methods we can estimate the growth of / in the cusped regions

determined by the punctures on A/T^ . We finally compute

{/, z} = {/, noo(z)}(itJ(z)2 + {it^ , z) .

By § 1 -5, {/,•} is a cusp form for r^ (its projection to S^ has only simple

poles). By the results of [Krl], /: A —» A is a covering map. Hence a Möbius

transformation. The normalizations of it^ and / force / to be the identity.

Thus, in particular, f = f^ .

This argument does not yet show that fim^^^ itm = n^ . We note that from

the convergence of {/m} to fx , we conclude (using Koebe's ^-theorem) that

for some e > 0, the image of fm (for each m) contains the disk of radius e .

Thus itm is a normal family on this disk and converges uniformly to 7^ . We

consider an arbitrary point z0 e A that is not an elliptic fixed point of F^ .

Then it^z^) e (5'oo)0 and a path a in A0 connecting 0 to z0 projects to

a path in a in (5,oo)0. We continue the functions fm, m = 1,2,3, ...,oo

along à and obtain (after passing to a subsequence) a sequence of functions

{fm} that converges to /^ (we are using the same symbol for the function and

its analytic continuation) in a neighborhood of ^(Zq) . It follows that {itm}

is a normal family in a neighborhood of z0 . This shows that {itm} is a normal

family on A0 , and hence on all of A.

Remark. We have now completed the proof of Theorem 4.4 and its conse-

quences (in the general case) given in §4.8. It remains to finish proving the only

if part of the lemma. This will be donel in §4.10.

We record the convergence properties we obtained in the following

Proposition. Under the normalization for the covering maps

itm:A^Sm,       m= 1,2,3, ... ,oo,

given by

*J0) = b>       «>)>0,
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where b G (Soo)0r\f]m=x(Sm)0, the sequence {itm} converges uniformly on com-

pact subsets of A to n^, and the sequence of groups {ym) converges alge-

braically to F
oo

4.10. Assume now that T0 (and hence also S^) is elementary and that /

is not constant. In this case, we can proceed exactly as above with a branched

covering map it^ which is now defined either on C or C (depending, of

course, on the signature of S^). Now / = foit^ continues to a nonconstant

bounded analytic function on C or C. We have obtained a contradiction to

Liouville's theorem.

4.11. We now construct an example to show that the normalizations used are

critical in proving our theorem. Let Sm be the sphere with ramification points

Xm, 0,1, oo and signature (0,4 ; v,, v2, v3, u4). Assume that 0 < Xm < 1, that

v2X +v3~x +v7X < 1, that 2<zy, <oo, 3 < zv2 < oo, and that lini^^^ Xm = 0.

We know that

lim <Pm = ?00,
m—»oo    '" ™

the Fuchsian uniformizing connection for the thrice punctured sphere. Let us

choose nm: A —> Sm so that nm(0) = 0. Without loss of generality (rotate itm)

we may assume that 7rOT(xw) = Xm, for some xm with 0 < xm < 1 and xm

is the nearest point to 0 that gets mapped onto Xm . The surface Sm is fixed

under conjugation j: z —» z, and hence j lifts to an involution (also j) that

conjugates Fm into itself. It follows that [0,xm] is mapped injectively by itm

onto [0,Am]. Further, the closed segment [0,AW] is the geodesic in Sm joining

0 to Am . A theorem of Marden [Mn] guarantees the existence of an x > 0 such

that xm> x for m = 1,2,3, ... .

It follows that the closed interval [0, x] is mapped by itm into [0, Xm]. If it

is a limit of a subsequence of {itm} , then it maps [0,x] into rC=i[CM„J =
{0} . It follows that it = 0. Nevertheless, the Schwarzians of the inverses of

the itm converge uniformly to tp^ .

4.12. Let A = (A,, ... ,Xn) e Wn and let us consider Sx, the sphere with

distinguished points A,, ... , Xn , 0,1, oo and signature

(0,n + 3;vx,v2, ... ,vn,v,v,v).

Let tpx be Fuchsian uniformizing connection for Sx and c(X) G C" the vector

of accessory parameters for this uniformization. Let A G PSL(2,C) fix as a

set {0,1,00} . (There are only six such elements A: A0 = (x ° ), Ax = (     j),

A2 = (Z\tj)' ^3 = (Î0)' ^4 = (0l!)' ^5 = di?)- This group is isomorphic
to the permutation group on three letters, and is generated by the two involutions

(° x) and (' ~J ), for example.) If it covers Sx , then A~x on covers SjH(1).

It follows that

(4.12.1) <pA_l{X) = (tpxoA)(A')2.
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Recall that
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<Px(z) = î(l-v    H
2. Z    - Z + I

z\z-iy

A,(A,-1)       \\ _2      1
+£

Further, we already observed that

-2.

satisfies

<D(z) = I(l-z/^)((zi-z+l)/z^(z-in

(<&oA)(A')2 = <&.

.-i
Abbreviate A     by B and conclude from (4.12.1) and from [Kr4, §1] that

Az)2E
A^.-l)

j-^(A(z))(A(z)-l)(A(z)-Xj)

1

Vl-v^Anhx+c¿k)

"    (B(Xj))(B(Xj)-l)

j-, z(z - l)(z - B(Xj))

1

(Z?(A.)-Z?o^(0))(Z?(A7)-Z?o,4(l))_

^(fio ^(z) - B o A(0))(B o A(z) -Bo A(l))(B o A(z) - B(Xß)
= E

= E

2^-^BoA(z)-B(XJ)+CÁBW\

(Xj - A(0))(Xj - A(l)) B'(Xj)1/2

^ (¿(z) - A(0))(A(z) - A(l))(A(z) - XT) B'(A(z)f2

<   ^-^^(z'-A,^,)^.)^^/^

= ̂ )2E (AJ-^(0))(A;-^(1))

^ (¿(z) - ¿(0))(¿(z) - ¿(l))(¿(z) - A.)

x    x2"(1 ~ ^2)^(z)-A. + ^(ßW)ß'(^)1/2ß'^(^))1/2

In order to obtain recursion relations, we examine the action of A on {0,1, oo}

and obtain

I(l-zy-2)A7+í:j^2(A))=A2í:.(A),

i(l - u~2)(Xj -l) + Cj(Ax(X)) = (Xj - l)2c;(X)
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(these last two relations are easily seen to be equivalent),

\(l-v-2)Xj-cj(A3(X)) = X2cj(X),

-Cj(A4(X)) = Cj(X),

i(l _ vj\X} - 1) - Cj(A5(X)) = {Xj - l)2Cj(X),

and using the motion z h» z , we obtain c.(X) = cXX).

4.13. We consider an example. We let Sx be the sphere with four distin-

guished points A,0,1, and oo and signature (0,A,p,v,u ,u). Let <px be the

Fuchsian uniformizing connection for Sx (actually, for v = 2 = p, we are

considering the Euclidean uniformizing connection, about which much more

is known). Using the relations derived in §4.12, we can compute the value

c(X) = cx (X) for A a fixed point of one of the motions A., j = 1,2, ... , 5 .

We have

c(-l) = -i(l-p~2),    c({) = 0,

and

c(2) = I(l-/T2).

(Note that these formulae are independent of v and agree with our calculations

in §3.4 for the Euclidean uniformization.)

Remark. The above results are closely related to Examples 2 and 5 [Hm, pp.

108 and 109]. It should also be noted that C - {-1,0,1} , C - {0,1,2} , and
C - {0, \, 1} are affinely equivalent (for the cases with p = v), the appropriate

maps being z t-» z+1 and zh \z . Further z >-* z is a covering of C-{0,1}

by C — {—1,0,1}. These facts can be used to give alternate calculations for

three of the accessory parameters listed above under some (obvious) restriction

on the signature.

Assume next that v > 3 (we can also handle the case v = 2 = p). Then we

have seen that

pm 9X = %,    Jim <pÁ = O,,     lim tpx = d^,
/—»U /—»1 A—»oo

where O is the Fuchsian uniformizing connection for C - {0,1, oo} with

signature
(0, 3;oo, v ,v)    for 7 = 0,

(0,3;u,oo,u)   for;'=l,

and

(0,3 ; v , v , oo)    for j = oo.

It follows that

lim c(X) = oo   if v ± oo,
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and

lim c(X) = 0 ;
X—»oo

as a matter of fact

limXc(X) = ±z/~2,     lim(A - l)c(A) = \v~2,
A-»0 2 A—1 2

and

lim Xc(X) = 1(1 - p~  -v~ ).
X—»oo

5. Function groups representing spheres

5.1. Let r be a finitely generated nonelementary function group with in-

variant component A. Assume that F has type (0,n + 3), n>l. Let T(F) be

the Teichmüller space of deformations of F supported on A (see, for example,

[Kr3], where T(F) is the symbol used for this space). We assume that 0,1, oo

are limit points of F. If p e M (F), the space of Beltrami coefficients for F

supported on A, then wß denotes the unique normalized /¿-conformai auto-

morphism of C. As in §4, we let S = A/r, it : A —> S and define v e M(S0)

by (4.2.3). We now define itß = wv oito(wfi)~ and obtain in analogy to (4.2.4)

the commutative diagram:

Ar     -»        Ar„

C = S -^-» w"(S) = C

and a holomorphic covering map

p : T(F) - Wn

given by the formulae

/J([//]) = (7r/'ot(;''(z1),...,7r'io^(zn))

= (wv(Xx),...,wv(Xn)),        pGM(F).

Here {Xx, ... ,Xn,0,l ,00} = E = S - S0, and zx, ... , zn+3 G Ar are chosen

so that it(z.) = Xj, j = I, ... ,n + 3 .

We can now let <pß be the uniformizing connection for the Riemann surface

Sv = wv(S) (note that Ev = S„ - (Sv)0 = {w"(Xx).w"(Xn),0, l,oo}). In

general, this connection depends on v (or equivalently on p) complex analy-

tically. Thus we have a meromorphic function tp : T(F) x C —> C, whose

restriction to {[//.]} x C is tpß . Note that Ç9^ depends on [p] and zior just on

wv(S), because two different points on T(F) representing a particular punc-

tured sphere need not correspond to conjugate function groups. However, the

difference between two uniformizing connections of the same surface is always

a cusp form. This observation leads to a number of interesting questions that

we hope to study in the future.
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